Introduction {#s1}
============

Network modeling is frequently used in different areas of study, such as biology, economics, epidemiology, and social science. Both empirical and theoretical networks are investigated, and questions that can be of interest in theoretical explorations of network structures can, for example, consider how the structure of a farm network affects the transmission of some disease or how the connections in an ecological food web influence the dynamics of the species involved. To clarify, when we refer to networks, we mean networks that may contain separated components or even isolated nodes. Isolated nodes are nodes without any contacts to other nodes. In real-world dynamical networks, like for example networks of animal transports, it is possible that isolated nodes exist within a specific time window and therefore such nodes were allowed in this study. To address network issues, it is important to be able to generate a broad range of different structures that can capture all possible structures of empirical networks. Accordingly, it is essential to have a network-generating algorithm that can produce a wide array of desired structures.

Network generating algorithms have been developed and investigated by for example Asano [@pone.0042679-Asano1], Watts and Strogatz [@pone.0042679-Watts1], Barabási and Albert [@pone.0042679-Barabsi1], Eubank et al [@pone.0042679-Eubank1], Keeling [@pone.0042679-Keeling1], Christley et al [@pone.0042679-Christley1], Shirley and Rushton [@pone.0042679-Shirley1], Bansal et al [@pone.0042679-Bansal1], Boily et al [@pone.0042679-Boily1], Badham and Stocker [@pone.0042679-Badham1], and Håkansson et al [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1]. Indeed, a fairly large number of algorithms have been introduced for the indicated purpose, but it seems that discussion is needed regarding the ranges of network structures that the algorithms are able to create. For example, Badham and Stocker [@pone.0042679-Badham1] produced networks with assortativity of 0.0 to 0.3 and clustering coefficient between 0.0 and 0.4, which represent small values of the theoretical ranges (between 0.0 and 1.0) of these measures. In another study, Badham and colleagues [@pone.0042679-Badham2] analyzed the ability of Keeling\'s spatial algorithm [@pone.0042679-Keeling1], [@pone.0042679-Keeling2] to generate different structures of social networks and observed a broad spectrum of structures, such as clustering between 0.09 and 0.85, and assortativity between 0 and 0.9. The upper limits for the average clustering coefficient and positive assortativity obtained using Keeling\'s algorithm agrees with, and is even slightly higher than, the values generated in this study, but Keeling\'s algorithm has limitations regarding negative assortativity [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1]. The studies performed by Badham et al [@pone.0042679-Badham1], [@pone.0042679-Badham2] using this algorithm did not focus on networks with negative assortativity, probably because they focused on social networks, which most often have positive assortativity.

Distance is an important aspect in many networks. For instance, in transportation networks, distance can affect costs and the time it takes for a vehicle to travel between nodes, which can influence the probability that a particular transport will occur. Other examples where distance plays a significant role include internet networks [@pone.0042679-Faloutsos1], [@pone.0042679-Yook1], mobile phone networks [@pone.0042679-Gonzlez1], [@pone.0042679-Sevtsuk1], disease transmission networks, [@pone.0042679-Keeling1], [@pone.0042679-Shirley1], [@pone.0042679-Badham1], [@pone.0042679-Bell1], [@pone.0042679-Badham3], social networks [@pone.0042679-Newman1], [@pone.0042679-Wasserman1], and neural networks [@pone.0042679-Kaiser1]. In non-spatial networks the spatial location of the nodes is unimportant, since the nodes exist only in an abstract space, such as in citation networks or biochemical networks [@pone.0042679-Gastner1]. Here, we present an algorithm that makes it possible to obtain networks in which there is a multitude of structures, where nodes are located in space, and link forming depends on a probability distribution based on Euclidian distances between nodes. We refer to networks formed in this way as spatial networks. The algorithm we apply is called SpecNet, and it can generate networks with a specified number of nodes and mean degree that can be tuned to the desired assortativity, clustering, and/or fragmentation. This is possible by adjusting just a few input parameters.

We analyze the performance of the SpecNet algorithm to generate wide ranges of network structures, and also compare it with an extended version of the non-spatial configuration model (CM) algorithm [@pone.0042679-Bender1], [@pone.0042679-Catanzaro1], [@pone.0042679-Molloy1], [@pone.0042679-Molloy2], [@pone.0042679-Pusch1], [@pone.0042679-Serrano1], [@pone.0042679-Weber1], which we designate CMext.

The CMext algorithm was chosen as comparison to the SpecNet algorithm because of its ability to generate networks with some desired structures; degree-dependent clustering and assortativity. Even though the CMext algorithm is based on a non-spatial method, we apply it to generate networks with specific structures originating from spatial networks. We use the algorithm to generate random networks with a specified level of these structures given an *a priori* degree distribution. More specifically, we analyze the capability of the SpecNet and CMext algorithms to generate networks with desired values of clustering coefficient, degree assortativity, fragmentation index, and mean degree. We examine the ranges of these network structures that the two algorithms are able to produce and what combinations of values can be obtained.

The network structures we have chosen to compare and discuss have previously been shown to be important for predictions of disease transmission. In disease transmission networks, the node degree has a considerable impact on the risk that an individual node will be infected and also influences the risk of spread of the infection [@pone.0042679-Bell1], [@pone.0042679-Christley2]. Ames et al [@pone.0042679-Ames1] showed that, for very sparse (networks with low mean degree) or very dense networks (networks with high mean degree), it is sufficient to have knowledge of the degree distribution in order to make predictions about disease transmission. However, for networks with intermediate link density (networks with mean degree of 5--11), it is also necessary to have information about other network structures, such as clustering and mean path length (see also [@pone.0042679-Moreno1]. It has been concluded that clustering and degree assortativity plays a decisive role in the risk of epidemics. Badham and Stocker [@pone.0042679-Badham1] have shown that the final size of epidemics on networks decrease with increasing values of clustering coefficient or of degree assortativity and Keeling [@pone.0042679-Keeling1], [@pone.0042679-Keeling2] concluded that epidemics are less likely in networks with high clustering. Barthélemy [@pone.0042679-Barthlemy1] has argued that the level of clustering and degree assortativity must be included in a complete characterization of networks, with an example of airline network structures.

In this article, we discuss the usefulness of the SpecNet algorithm for generating new networks with specific structures or for reproducing available empirical networks. We also compare our spatial SpecNet algorithm with the non-spatial CMext algorithm. As an example, we test the possibility of applying these two algorithms to regenerate two different empirical networks for swine transports in Sweden, one for transports between farms and one for transports to slaughterhouses.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Network Measures {#s2a}
----------------

Networks can be described and categorized using different measures [@pone.0042679-Newman2]. To test the performance of the SpecNet and CMext algorithms, for each generated network we calculated four network measures: clustering coefficient [@pone.0042679-Watts1], degree assortativity [@pone.0042679-Newman3], fragmentation index [@pone.0042679-Borgatti1], [@pone.0042679-Webb1], and mean degree [@pone.0042679-Wasserman1], [@pone.0042679-Newman2]. Calculations were done in MATLAB (version 7.4) and Python (version 2.6.5).

The clustering coefficient is the number of links that connect the neighbors of a node to each other divided by all possible connections between the neighbors. The theoretical range of the measure is from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates that most of the neighbors of a node are likely to be connected to each other. Here, the average clustering coefficient for the whole network was calculated.

Degree assortativity is a measure of whether nodes with similar degrees are connected to each other (a value close to 1), or if nodes with different degrees are connected to each other (a value close to −1). An assortativity value of zero indicates that connections between nodes are independent of node degree.

The fragmentation index measures the extent to which the network is disconnected, through measuring the proportion of unreachable node pairs. The measure also considers the sizes of the disconnected components. Fragmentation index ranges on a scale of 0 to 1, where 0 means that the network is connected, and a higher value indicates that the network is fragmented. A value of 1 corresponds to a completely fragmented network without links.

Degree is the number of links that are connected to a node, and the mean degree is the mean for all nodes in the network. The mean degree for a network generated with the SpecNet algorithm is indirectly given from the start, because it can be calculated from the link density (*l~d~*), which is also set from the start. Link density, *l~d~*, represents the actual connections, *L*, in a network as a proportion of all theoretical possible links in that network ([@pone.0042679-Wasserman1], eq.1).
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Here, *n* represents the number of holdings in the network. For networks generated by the CMext algorithm, the mean degree can be calculated from the degree distribution.

Network generation algorithms {#s2b}
-----------------------------

SpecNet represents further development of the algorithm described by Håkansson et al [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1], which was capable of generating the desired degree, clustering, and fragmentation, but failed to produce the desired wide range of degree assortativity, especially disassortative networks. The CMext algorithm was first presented by Serrano and Boguñá [@pone.0042679-Serrano1] and further developed by Weber and Porto [@pone.0042679-Weber1] and Pusch et al [@pone.0042679-Pusch1]. CMext follows the same principle as the CM algorithm [@pone.0042679-Bender1], [@pone.0042679-Catanzaro1], [@pone.0042679-Molloy1], [@pone.0042679-Molloy2], except that, in addition to degree distribution, it includes specification of degree-dependent assortativity and clustering. For practical reasons (i.e. simplicity of managing large amount of input and output data and making result figures), both SpecNet and CMext have, in this study, been implemented in MATLAB (version 7.4) and run by us. The tested algorithms generated networks with undirected links; self-loops were not allowed in the runs, and a node pair could be connected by only one link.

The spectral network algorithm SpecNet {#s2c}
--------------------------------------

The algorithm described by Håkansson et al [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1] uses spectral methods to arrange nodes in a spatial landscape, i.e. generating a node landscape. Links are formed using a probability distribution function, *Prob(i,j)*, and the probability of having a link between, say, node *i* and node *j*, *Prob(i,j)*, depends on the Euclidean distance, *d~ij~*, between the nodes. Here, we have further developed SpecNet to generate a broader spectrum of network characteristics, particularly negative assortativity (disassortative networks) since the previous version of this algorithm [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1] did not manage to generate assortativity values below −0.1. Thus, a given proportion of the nodes were assigned as focal nodes (*F*), which means that the nodes were divided into two different classes: regular nodes and focal nodes. We also added a focal scale factor (*Fsf*), which is a parameter that regulates the probability of connections between regular nodes and focal nodes. To achieve negative assortativity, the probability of connection between two nodes, say *i* and *j*, *Prob(i,j)* is greater in the case that *i* is a regular node and *j* is a focal node (or vice versa) than if both *i* and *j* are focal or regular nodes. This implies that all focal nodes have the same underlying probability for connection, for a given distance *d~ij~*. Examples of focal nodes are farms that trade large numbers of animals in a transport network or persons that have many contacts in a social network. Here, the focal nodes were chosen randomly among the nodes. The introduction of the focal nodes results in that SpecNet has some similarities to Keelings algorithm [@pone.0042679-Keeling1], in sense that both algorithms dived the nodes into two classes. Below, we present the two main steps in the SpecNet algorithm: (*1*) spatial node distribution and (*2*) link formation.

Spatial node distribution {#s2d}
-------------------------

The spatial node distribution is created by using FFT (fast Fourier transformation) to scale a random matrix (*L~random~*) that involves spectral methods (equations 2--5). Note that equation 4 should contain X, not the magnitude of X, which was a misprint in the article published by Håkansson and colleagues [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1]. At first, a matrix, *L~random~*, with random values from a Gaussian distribution with mean of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 2, *N*(0.5, 2), is generated (equation 2). The matrix size (*L~size~*) of *L~random~* is chosen according to Håkansson et al [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1], and here we used a size of 100×100. The *L~random~* matrix is transformed to the frequency domain using fast Fourier transformation (equation 3). The amplitudes of the function in the frequency domain are scaled (equation 4). The scaled matrix (*L* ~scaled~) is a two-dimensional . The continuity parameter gamma (*γ*) determines the spatial degree of aggregation between the nodes, where a value of zero results in a random pattern and a higher value, of for example two, ends up in an aggregated node landscape. The *L* ~scaled~ matrix is digitalized to a node landscape by giving a chosen number of nodes (*n*) the same coordinates as the index of the elements with highest values of *L~scaled~*.
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Link formation {#s2e}
--------------

Links are added to the network one by one until the desired link density, *l~d~*, is achieved. *Prob(i,j)* (equation 6) describes the probability of having a link between two nodes, *i* and *j*, at Euclidean distance *d~ij~*. To avoid edge effects periodic boundaries are used, which means that the left edge of the network is considered connected to the right edge and the upper edge connected to the lower edge. The K in equation 6 is a constant that is recalculated after every draw of a link to keep the total probability sum equal to one. The probabilities of links already drawn are set to zero. The parameters kurtosis (κ) and standard deviation (*σ*) of the probability kernel are functions of parameters *a* and *b* (equations 7 and 8). Kurtosis determines the shape of the probability distribution and the standard deviation (*σ*) controls the variance of the kernel. We use a value of kurtosis corresponding to the exponential distribution, which means that there is substantial probability of links at short distances between nodes. Probabilities of links between regular and focal nodes are increased by the *Fsf*; this is done in equation 6. To investigate the impact of the proportion of focal nodes (*F*) in the network, we vary this amount (see [Table 1](#pone-0042679-t001){ref-type="table"} for values of all the parameters used). The function Γ, used in equation 7 and 8, is the gamma distribution.
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###### Specific parameters and values used in the SpecNet algorithm.
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  *l~d~*    *γ*    *σ*    *Fsf*   *F*
  -------- ----- ------- ------- ------
  0.01      0.0   0.01D    10     0.00
  0.05      0.5   0.10D    100    0.05
  0.10      1.0   0.20D   1000    0.10
            1.5   0.30D           0.15
            2.0                   0.20

Parameter *l~d~* is the proportion of links in the networks, *γ* controls the degree of aggregation between nodes, *σ* is the standard deviation of dispersal kernel where D = 100√2 is the diagonal of the landscape, *Fsf* regulates the probability of connections between regular nodes and focal nodes, and *F* is the amount of focal nodes in the networks. Other parameter values used in the network-generating process were as follows: number of nodes (*N*) = 500, matrix size (*L~size~*) = 100×100, and kurtosis (κ) = 10/3.

The CMext algorithm {#s2f}
-------------------

The CMext algorithm was implemented in MATLAB according to the scheme published by Pusch et al [@pone.0042679-Pusch1]. As input, the algorithm needs the following: the degree distribution (including number of nodes), the number of connections between nodes with degrees *j* and *k* (i.e., degree dependent assortativity), and information about triangle edges constituted by nodes with degree *k* (i.e., degree dependent clustering). Networks are generated by building triangles of links between three nodes, one at a time, according to the input data. For comparison of the algorithms, we used degree distribution from the networks generated in SpecNet as input data. CMext tries to generate networks with specified degree distribution and clustering, but, after a set number of trials (here 1000), links are randomly distributed between nodes.

Performance Test of Alogorithms {#s2g}
-------------------------------

The performance of the SpecNet algorithm was tested by generating networks with different combinations of the input parameters ([Table 1](#pone-0042679-t001){ref-type="table"}). We kept the number of nodes (*n*) and kurtosis (κ) constant, because our previous study [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1] had indicated that these two parameters have little impact on the range of network structures that the SpecNet algorithm can generate. The ranges of the other input parameters used were: *l~d~* (0.01--0.1), *γ* (0--2), *σ* (0.01--0.3), *Fsf* (10--1000), and *F* (0--0.2). We tested a total of 900 combinations of parameter values with 50 replicates for each combination, rendering 45000 networks in total. Data on degree distributions in these networks were then used as input for performance test of the CMext algorithm.

We performed a 5-way ANOVA (ANalysis Of VAriance) and compared the mean sum of squares (MS) to determine the extent to which obtaining desired networks was affected by the parameters: *l~d~*, *γ*, *σ*, *Fsf*, and *F*. The ANOVA was performed in MATLAB (version 7.4) using the function "anovan" with model type "interaction".

Empirical Networks {#s2h}
------------------

To test and illustrate how empirical networks can be reproduced by the algorithms, we considered two Swedish swine transport networks including a total of 2539 nodes (farms) each. The measured structures we aimed to regenerate were degree assortativity, mean clustering coefficient, and fragmentation index. The two empirical networks were based on data from 2008 provided by the Swedish Board of Agriculture. One network was for transports between farms and consisted of 8019 links (movements), and the other was for slaughterhouse transports and comprised 3035 links. Both networks had negative assortativity, and, as expected, the slaughterhouse network was more disassortative than the network of animal transports between farms. Both networks showed a low level of clustering. The network of transports between farms had a higher fragmentation index (i.e., was more fragmented) than the slaughterhouse network.

As input in the SpecNet algorithm, number of nodes (*n*), link density (*l~d~*) and gamma (*γ*) were already given by calculations from the empirical datasets. To determine appropriate values for the additional input parameters we used the specific empirical network characteristics given in [Tables 2](#pone-0042679-t002){ref-type="table"} and [3](#pone-0042679-t003){ref-type="table"} together with the figures and tables outlining the results of the performance test in this study. As input in the CMext algorithm we used the degree distribution of the empirical networks. Inasmuch as both algorithms include stochasticity, the regeneration was repeated 200 times for each parameter combination in SpecNet and 200 times for each empirical network in CMext. With the SpecNet algorithm, we investigated combinations of parameters and choose to present the result as the parameter combination with the smallest sum of errors, which was found by searching for the minimum absolute difference between the generated values and the empirical values for the calculated network measures.

10.1371/journal.pone.0042679.t002

###### Statistics of generated networks.
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  Network measure           Algorithm     *γ*       min    1% quartile   10% quartile   median   90% quartile   99% quartile   max
  ------------------------ ----------- ---------- ------- ------------- -------------- -------- -------------- -------------- ------
  Clustering coefficient     SpecNet    \[0--2\]   0.00       0.00           0.01        0.14        0.61           0.76       0.76
                             SpecNet       0       0.00       0.00           0.01        0.13        0.58           0.58       0.58
                            Previous    \[0--2\]   0.01       0.01           0.02        0.14        0.59           0.73       0.77
  Degree assortativity       SpecNet    \[0--2\]   −0.98      −0.97         −0.90       −0.36        0.60           0.73       0.75
                             SpecNet       0       −0.98      −0.98         −0.94       −0.42        0.45           0.53       0.53
                            Previous    \[0--2\]   −0.02      −0.01          0.01        0.23        0.68           0.77       0.79
  Fragmentation index        SpecNet    \[0--2\]   0.00       0.00           0.00        0.00        0.16           0.89       0.92
                             SpecNet       0       0.00       0.00           0.00        0.00        0.08           0.11       0.12
                            Previous    \[0--2\]   0.00       0.00           0.00        0.00        0.04           0.86       0.94

Statistics of networks generated by the SpecNet algorithm and the Spectral network algorithm with different values of the landscape parameter gamma. With "Previous" we refer to the Spectral network algorithm in Håkansson et al [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1].

10.1371/journal.pone.0042679.t003

###### Measures of the network of between-farm transports of swine in Sweden 2008.
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                                   Clustering coefficient   Degree assortativity   Fragmentation index
  ------------------- ----------- ------------------------ ---------------------- ---------------------
  Empirical network      0.04              −0.15                    0.47          
  SpecNet              Generated            0.06                   −0.16                  0.41
                          Min               0.05                   −0.44                  0.10
                          Max               0.14                   −0.01                  0.77
                          Std               0.02                    0.07                  0.13
                                                                    0.07                  0.13
  CMext                Generated            0.00                   −0.03                  0.00
                          Min               0.00                   −0.03                  0.00
                          Max               0.00                    0.02                  0.09
                          Std               0.00                    0.01                  0.00

Empirical values as well as values generated by the SpecNet and CMext algorithms are included. The statistics on generated values from the algorithms are calculated on average values of 200 replicates of each tested combination of parameters for respectively algorithm. Std = standard deviation.

Results {#s3}
=======

SpecNet produced a much larger range of values for all three network measures clustering, degree assortativity, and fragmentation as illustrated in [Figure 1](#pone-0042679-g001){ref-type="fig"}. SpecNet shows a superior ability with clustering coefficient ranging from 0 up to 0.81 while CMext generated networks with values from 0 to 0.25. Assortativity values in SpecNet ranged from −0.98 to 0.88 whereas CMext produced networks with degree assortativity up to 0.55 but not lower than −0.09. The fragmentation index for specNet ranged from 0 to 0.96 while a majority of the networks generated by CMext were highly connected and had low fragmentation index values ranging from 0 to 0.20. In [Figure 2](#pone-0042679-g002){ref-type="fig"} we have more specifically compared the ability of the two algorithms to obtain broad ranges of clustering coefficient ([Figure 2A](#pone-0042679-g002){ref-type="fig"}) and assortativity ([Figure 2B](#pone-0042679-g002){ref-type="fig"}) by plotting CMext values against SpecNet values for each generated network.

![Degree assortativity, clustering coefficient, and fragmentation index.\
Degree assortativity, clustering coefficient, and fragmentation index values generated by the SpecNet algorithm (A) and the CMext algorithm (B). The theoretical ranges of the network measures, as well as the ranges of values of the measures generated with the SpecNet algorithm and the CMext algorithm are shown in the table.](pone.0042679.g001){#pone-0042679-g001}

![Clustering coefficient and degree assortativity.\
Clustering coefficient (A) and degree assortativity (B) values generated by the CMext and SpecNet algorithms. The line represents networks where CMext = SpecNet.](pone.0042679.g002){#pone-0042679-g002}

Clustering was best tuned by *σ*, 80.4% of MS, and *l~d~*, 13.6% of MS, assortativity by *σ*, 64.2% of MS, *F*, 19.5% of MS, and *Fsf*, 12.1% of MS, and fragmentation by *l~d~*, 45.6% of MS, and *σ*, 25.9% of MS. Some combinations of parameters also affected the fragmentation, 22.3% of MS, ([Figure 3](#pone-0042679-g003){ref-type="fig"}). The clustering coefficient increased with increasing *l~d~* but decreased with increasing *σ* ([Figure 4](#pone-0042679-g004){ref-type="fig"}). At a low *l~d~* and a given *σ*, the clustering coefficient was almost the same for different *F* in the networks. The variance in clustering coefficient between networks with different *F* increased with increasing *l~d~* ([Figure 4](#pone-0042679-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Assortativity decreased when *σ*, *Fsf*, and *F* were increased ([Figure 5](#pone-0042679-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Per cent of mean sum of squares after an ANOVA.\
Per cent of mean sum of squares after an ANOVA (SpecNet algorithm). White bars for degree assortativity, black bars for average clustering coefficient, and striped bars for fragmentation index.](pone.0042679.g003){#pone-0042679-g003}

![Clustering coefficient depending on standard deviation, link density, and amount of focal nodes.\
Mean clustering coefficient for different values of *σ* (standard deviation of the dispersal kernel). D = 100√2 is the diagonal of the landscape. Link density (*l~d~*) is 0.01 in (A), 0.05 in (B), and 0.1 in (C). Amount of focal nodes, *F* are: 0 (\_\_), 0.05 (\_\_ \_ \_\_), 0.1 (\_\_\_ \_), 0.15 (- - -), and 0.2 (-⊖-). Bars indicate + and − one standard deviation. Each mean was calculated for 750 values made up from combinations of the variables (γ and focal scale factor (*Fsf*)) and replicates of these combinations.](pone.0042679.g004){#pone-0042679-g004}

![Degree assortativity depending on standard deviation, focal scale factor, and amount of focal nodes.\
Mean degree assortativity for different values of *σ* (standard deviation of the dispersal kernel). D = 100√2 is the diagonal of the landscape. The focal scale factor (*Fsf*) is 10 in (A), 100 in (B), and 1000 in (C). Each line represents a given amount of focal nodes, *F*: 0 (\_\_), 0.05 (\_\_ \_ \_\_), 0.1 (\_\_\_ \_), 0.15 (- - -), and 0.2 (-⊖-). Bars indicate + and − one standard deviation. Each mean was calculated for 750 values representing combinations of the variables (γ and *l~d~*) and replicates of these combinations.](pone.0042679.g005){#pone-0042679-g005}

The continuity parameter, *γ*, in the SpecNet algorithm, had almost no impact at all of any of the three investigated network measures. Nevertheless, when generating networks based on different values of *γ*, we managed to get higher values for all three investigated networks measures, than if using a random node structure. The reason that this was not proved in the ANOVA analysis can be that compared to the total number of networks only a few networks have these high values for the measures. In [Table 2](#pone-0042679-t002){ref-type="table"} we can also see that the 99% quartile is much higher for the networks including *γ\>0*. The fact that parameter, γ, during ANOVA analysis, was shown to have almost no impact of the studied networks measures, is a disparity to the results of our previous study [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1] where parameter *γ* appeared to have impact on both assortativity (17% of MS after an anova) and fragmentation index (7% of MS after an anova). We found this disparity a bit odd and necessary to further investigate. [Results](#s3){ref-type="sec"} from a regression tree analysis, in R using mvpart and selecting the best tree with in SE of the overall best using crossvalidiation (xv = "1se"), showed that the parameter *γ* has impact of fragmentation index but no impact on clustering coefficient or assortativity. We also looked at the statistics for three different groups of networks: networks generated by SpecNet with different values of parameter *γ* ([Table 1](#pone-0042679-t001){ref-type="table"}), networks generated by SpecNet with random node structure (*γ* = 0) and networks generated by the algorithm without focal nodes but with different values of *γ* ([Table 2](#pone-0042679-t002){ref-type="table"}). This investigation showed that aggregated node structures (i.e. *γ*\>0) are necessary to achieve networks with high values of clustering coefficient (values \>0.58), assortativity (values \>0.53) as well as fragmented networks (values \>0.12) ([Table 2](#pone-0042679-t002){ref-type="table"}).

[Tables 3](#pone-0042679-t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pone-0042679-t004){ref-type="table"} shows the values for the between-farm transport and the slaughterhouse transport networks respectively that were best reproduced by each algorithm, which for SpecNet represent the parameter combination that had the smallest sum of errors, but for the CMext algorithm represent the replicate with the smallest sum of errors. Mean degree followed the empirical values exactly, since this network measure was given from start from the input data. [Table 5](#pone-0042679-t005){ref-type="table"} lists the inputs to the SpecNet algorithm that best reproduced the values of the network measures given in [Tables 3](#pone-0042679-t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pone-0042679-t004){ref-type="table"}. Correlation coefficient of how well algorithms mimicked the transport networks structures to regenerate the desired network structures show high values for SpecNet with 0.9960 for the between-farm transport network and 0.9922 for the slaughterhouse transports network, which indicate good agreement with the empirical values. For CMext the correlation coefficients were lower, 0.7361 for the between-farm transports network and 0.7559 for the slaughterhouse transports network. The SpecNet algorithm thus regenerated the two networks well with respect to all three measures ([Figure 6](#pone-0042679-g006){ref-type="fig"}, [Tables 3](#pone-0042679-t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pone-0042679-t004){ref-type="table"}). The CMext algorithm managed to follow the clustering coefficient and the fragmentation index well for the slaughterhouse transport network ([Figure 6A](#pone-0042679-g006){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 4](#pone-0042679-t004){ref-type="table"}). For the between-farm transport network, the algorithm manages to follow the clustering coefficient quite well but it failed to generate a fragmented network ([Figure 6B](#pone-0042679-g006){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#pone-0042679-t003){ref-type="table"}). For both empirical networks, the CMext algorithm was highly unsuccessful with regard to degree assortativity ([Figure 6](#pone-0042679-g006){ref-type="fig"}, [Tables 3](#pone-0042679-t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pone-0042679-t004){ref-type="table"}).

![Algorithm performance to regenerate empirical networks.\
Comparison of the algorithms performances to regenerate two empirical Swedish swine transport networks, the between-farm transport network (A) and the slaughterhouse transport network (B). Values generated by SpecNet are represented as filled markers and values generated by CMext are represented as open markers. Degree assortativity are shown as triangles, clustering coefficient as diamonds, and fragmentation index as squares.](pone.0042679.g006){#pone-0042679-g006}
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###### Measures of the network of slaughterhouse transports of swine in Sweden 2008.

![](pone.0042679.t004){#pone-0042679-t004-4}

                                   Clustering coefficient   Degree assortativity   Fragmentation index
  ------------------- ----------- ------------------------ ---------------------- ---------------------
  Empirical network      0.03              −0.42                    0.22          
  SpecNet              Generated            0.00                   −0.42                  0.29
                          Min               0.00                   −0.42                  0.28
                          Max               0.00                   −0.33                  0.34
                          Std               0.00                    0.02                  0.01
  CMext                Generated            0.00                   −0.02                  0.18
                          Min               0.00                   −0.02                  0.17
                          Max               0.00                    0.08                  0.22
                          Std               0.00                    0.02                  0.01

Empirical values as well as values generated by the SpecNet and CMext algorithms are included. The statistics on generated values from the algorithms are calculated on average values of 200 replicates of each tested combination of parameters for respectively algorithm. Std = standard deviation.

10.1371/journal.pone.0042679.t005

###### Input parameters for the SpecNet algorithm for regeneration of empirical networks.

![](pone.0042679.t005){#pone-0042679-t005-5}

  Transport network    *N*    *l~d~*    *γ*      *σ*    *Fsf*   *F*    κ
  ------------------- ------ -------- -------- ------- ------- ----- ------
  Between farms        2539   0.0025   1.3247   0.01D   1000    0.2   10/3
  Slaughter-house      2539   0.0009   1.3247   0.3D     15     0.2   10/3

For both the between-farm and the slaughterhouse swine transport network, *L~size~* = 175×175. D = 100√2 is the diagonal of the landscape.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Keeling and Eames [@pone.0042679-Keeling3] argued that spatial networks are among the most flexible in generation of different structures. This observation agrees with our results that show that SpecNet can generate networks along nearly the whole range of the theoretical scale of the investigated measures: clustering coefficient, degree assortativity, fragmentation index, and mean degree. However, it is important to note that not all combinations of structures are even theoretical possible, because the network measures are dependent on each other. For example, it is difficult to tune clustering coefficients and degree assortativity separately, since these structures are usually correlated [@pone.0042679-Badham2]. Furthermore, a network with a high mean degree cannot be as fragmented as a network with a low mean degree.

We choose to generate the node landscape with a more complex method than simply randomly distribute the nodes in the landscape since we found that the node distribution affect the network measures [@pone.0042679-Hkansson1]. In networks where the probabilities for links are expected to depend on distances between nodes it is especially important to be able to generate different node distributions. With this method the shape of the node landscape could easily be tuned to more or less aggregated structure just by changing the gamma parameter. The parameter gamma (*γ*) influences the distribution of links between nodes such that an aggregated node landscape (*γ\>0*) will result in a skewer link degree distribution than if nodes were randomly placed (*γ = 0*), and that will in turn affect the values of the network measures. It is also possible to estimate values for gamma from real structures, for example transport networks (see [@pone.0042679-Mugglestone1]). We managed to get higher values for all three investigated networks measures when generating networks based on different values of *γ*, than if using a random node structure. From this we can conclude that our method for generating node structures is necessary to be able to generate high values of clustering coefficient, degree assortativity and/or fragmentation index. Contrary, in the case of generating networks with negative assortativity, it is not necessary to use the complex method with different level of aggregation in the node structure (different values of *γ*) since networks with random node structure (i.e. *γ* = 0) manage to achieve the same low assortativity values. It seems to us that we, in this case, have replaced the need of parameter *γ*, with focal nodes. So, if the aim is to generate networks with negative assortativity, a simpler method, for example random placement of nodes in the landscape, is sufficient. But if the goal is to generate networks with high positive assortativity, high clustering or very fragmented networks, then we recommend using the more complex method which makes it possible to also use aggregated node structures.

The networks generated with the algorithms can contain isolated nodes (i.e., nodes with no links), this is a modification from earlier studies [@pone.0042679-Pusch1], [@pone.0042679-Serrano1], [@pone.0042679-Weber1] using the CMext algorithm, which did not include networks with isolated nodes. We also choose to let SpecNet create structures that were as different as possible and then used the degree distributions, which were calculated from the output connection matrix for these networks, as input to the CMext algorithm. We did this because the CMext algorithm is primarily developed to reconstruct networks. Still, we could not be certain that CMext covered the whole spectrum of the capability of this algorithm. Since the CMext algorithm, after a set number of triangle building trials, distribute links randomly between nodes, it is not certain either that the networks created by CMext always assess the correct input degree distribution and degree clustering for every replicate. One verification of that the algorithm has a larger capacity than shown in this study is that Weber and Porto (see [Figures 4](#pone-0042679-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone-0042679-g005){ref-type="fig"} in [@pone.0042679-Weber1]) have shown that the CM algorithm manage to generate networks with assortativity down to about −0.2. It is however important to notice that clustering coefficient and degree assortativity are global measures for the whole network and differ from the degree dependent clustering and assortativity that CMext is adapted to replicate. This may to some extent explain the narrow ranges of the structures generated by CMext. However, it is difficult to define how similar two networks are, in our case we only use a few network measures. For example, it is difficult to determine how different a network with clustering coefficient of 0.04 is compared to a network with clustering of 0.06. One possible way to measure the level of similarity could be to perform disease transmission simulations in such networks and see if and how the outcome coincide between the networks. We will investigate this in another study.

To illustrate if values of clustering coefficients and degree assortativity of real-world networks lay in the structure space that SpecNet and CMext are able to generate, such values are compared to corresponding generated values ([Figure 7](#pone-0042679-g007){ref-type="fig"}). The real-world networks constituted of the two investigated Swedish swine transport networks, together with additional 21 networks reviewed by Newman [@pone.0042679-Newman4]. This comparison showed that most of the included real-world networks lie in the structure space which SpecNet is able to generate. But for a few of the real-world networks, the values were located outside the range of SpecNet. These networks were characterized by high clustering in combination with intermediate values of degree assortativty. Only a few of the real-world networks lie in the structure space that CMext has generated in this study.

![Illustration of clustering and assortativity of real-world networks compared to algorithm generated values.\
Comparison of clustering and degree assortativity values for real-world networks (filled triangles in both subfigures) and SpecNet generated networks (grey dots) (A) and CMext generated networks (grey dots) (B). Filled stars correspond to the two investigated Swedish swine transport networks, in both subfigures.](pone.0042679.g007){#pone-0042679-g007}

We have shown that SpecNet generates an exceptionally wide range of network structures. In comparison with an extended configuration model algorithm, CMext, SpecNet was better suited to regenerate the structures of two real animal transport networks used as examples in this study. In addition, to our knowledge there exists no other algorithm that can generate networks with degree assortativity as low as that achieved by SpecNet. SpecNet uses five scalar parameters as input, and the advantage with the algorithm is that these parameters easily can be tuned, one by one, to achieve a desired structure. A further development of SpecNet could be to increase the ability to achieve higher values of clustering coefficient (that is above 0.81). This might be done by using different dispersal kernels for regular and focal nodes.
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